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FACTORS TO CONSIDER IN PUL 
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Over 2,000 pou ltry-invo lved peo
ple attended the recent Midwest Poul
try Federation Convention meetings in 
Minneapolis. Pullet growing, egg pro
duction, and egg marketing workshops 
were important parts of the program. 
This issue of Poultry Patter presents 
some highlights of the pullet growing 
workshop. 

Jon Bramhall discussed cage and floor management sys
tems for the first 10 weeks of pu llet production. He and other 
speakers emphasized the importance of getting chicks off to a 
good start . Poorly started chicks wil l not make a good pu ll et 
later or a productive hen in the laying house. He recommended 
a 24-hour lighting program for the first 2 or 3 days so that 
chicks have ample opportunity to get a start on feed and water. 
Dehydration and starvation cause much of the chick loss in 
many flocks during the first 2 weeks. He stressed, as important 
parts of the management program, proper house temperature 
adjustment, correct debeaking procedures, and weekly weigh
ing of a sample of the birds after they are 5 weeks o ld. 

Body weight, debeaking, lighting, vaccinat ion, density, 
disease status, feeding, and moving were points David Halvorson 
discussed in management programs from 10 to 20 weeks. While 
admitting that body weight is a poor criter ion of pullet qua lity, 
he noted it is one of the few guides the grower has in the pullet 
house to measure performance of the overa II management pro
gram. If body weight of the birds at 10 to 12 weeks is signifi
cantly low, the pullets will have difficulty recovering and being 
good egg producers. A suitable guideline for leghorn pullets is 
2 pounds at J 2 weeks of age. He recommended weig hing 100 
birds bi-weekly to get a fairly accurate idea of average body 
weight. If birds' averages are below 1 % pounds, it indicates de
ficiencies in the pullet growing program up to weighing time. 
In addition to average body weight, flock uniformity should 
be considered. 

Halvorson said that doing everything else rig~during 
the growing period can all be erased if there is poor debeaking. 
Cutting or burning the tongue often results from poor debeak
ing or cutting the beaks too long or too short. Proper debeak
ing should reduce feed wastage as well as lessening cannibalism 
problems. He recommended debeaking at 12 weeks . Where 
natural lighting is used, debeaking is often also done during the 
first 10 days to prevent cannibalism during the early growing 
period. In lighting programs, it is important to remember the 
basic rules of never increasing the day length for a growing 
pullet, as well as not decreasing the day length for birds in pro
duction. Light control is essential to control sexual maturity 
of the birds and has an important influence on the production 
pattern of the birds as they come into lay and during the early 
part of the laying period. 
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Vaccination programs are essential for developing immu
ity in the birds. Halvorson pointed out the importance of 
onsidering the vaccine virus type, the titer of the vaccine, the 

method of administration, and the total program necessary 
taking into consideration the disease patterns in the area of pro
du.ction. The disease status of the pullet flock is increasingly 
important as pullets with no immunity are produced and then 
housed in layer facilities where these agents may be present. 
Mycoplasma (M.g.). hemophilus, adenoviruses, and variant bron 
chitis virus were mentioned as possible problem disease agents. 

Birds grown at too high density may begin to show the 
effects of crowding during the latter part of the growing period 
and body weight may be affected . There may be a greater lack 
of bird uniformity as well as ventilation, social, and feed distri
bution problems, and an increase in incidence of some diseases, 
particularly ones associated with respiratory organisms, dust, 
and ammonia. 

Important considerations in feeding include nutrient for 
tification of the various formulations, as well as the length of 
time that each of these rations is fed. While it is important to 
reduce feed cost as much as possible, skimping too much on 
feed in the pullet house can cause reduced performance later 
on during the laying period. Halvorson also recommended pro
viding a 1 percent increase in calcium approximately 2 weeks 
prior to the onset of production . This will supply calcium to 
the first birds that come into production and will prevent cal
cium depletion in the early producing birds. 

Halvorson cautioned growers about moving their birds. 
This shou ld be done prior to heavy egg production, preferably 
by 20 weeks. Care in handling during moving is necessary to 
prevent injury to birds. Problems of adjustment to feed and 
watering systems may occur if birds are grown on one type of 
system and changed to another . 

Halvorson summed up saying that many operations per
formed in the pullet house have a marked effect on egg produc
tion. Some of these may be apparent and others not, at the 
time birds are sold. Growers must be aware that many small 
and perhaps seemingly insignificant steps in the pullet house 
affect egg production either positively or negatively. Layer 
performance is directly influenced by the way the pullet is 
grown. 

George Fisher stressed the importance that records play 
in proper flock diagnosis. Keeping written records of vaccina
tion programs and other timely management practices is im
portant for the diagnostician when problems occur in the flock . 
Records of mortality, feed consumption, and production are 
an important part of a well-managed enterprise. Variances 
from normal production patterns are symptoms of trouble in 
the flock and records can be valuable aids to you and your con
sultants when flock performance does not meet normal expec
tations. 

Wendel I Carlson reviewed some research on various ways 
of lowering pullet feed costs . He discussed problems with 
adapting some of this work to commercial growing operations 



as they are presently equipped. Weighing out reduced amounts 
of feed is impractical under most situations. Skip-a-day pro
grams are difficult to manage and may lead to more cannibal
ism problems. High fiber feeds are not handled well by most 
mechanical feeders: most means of restricting feeding during 
the growing period are involved with lowering the protein in 
the diet and using medium energy feeds. He mentioned the 
importance of light restriction as essential in all management 
programs for growing pu llets, and the possibility of further 
restriction in lighting period and in time of feeding as possible 
ways to further restrict feed intake. 

Thomas Jan outlined a program for moving started pul
lets. He stressed only moving flocks that are in perfect con
dition and keeping pullets on full feed and water until they 
are moved. A week or 10 days before moving, customers 
should be contacted to be sure that houses are ready and that 
the new owner is thoroughly familiar with management pro
grams used to rear the pullets. He pointed out the versatility 
of using coops in transport when birds are shipped to many 
different types of housing systems. Proper training of the 
loading crews is essential. Truck drivers are trained to handle 

pullets and to make adjustments enroute to keep birds com
fortable in a variety of weather situations. Planning is done 
to load the birds quickly, get the trucks moving, and then un-
load them without delay at the laying house.· Performance of A 
pullets after arrival is checked out by servicemen when there W 
is a post delivery contact . Jan says it is necessary to start with 
good ?ommuni~tion with your customers, good equipment, 
experienced servicemen, and trained loading crews and drivers 
who contribute to the success of the moving operation. 
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